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	Text2: The ground station should be a combination of technologies already available today
	text3: Every nanosatellite could be monitored via a real-time application on your smartphone! 
	text5: Imagine a generic ground station & application for monitoring nanosatellites
	text1: It would be valuable for Space Research Institutes, Universities or Private Companies with needs for nanosatellites
	text4:  Your application could allow deeper developments on a community basis
	text6: The fact:
	text7: Generic ground station & application for nanosatellites
	text8: The world of nanosatellites is fastly evolving. Since early 2000's, hundreds of projects have been developed either by Space Research Institutes, Engineering Schools/Universities of Private Companies, and more and more launches are scheduled in the future.To cope with such a huge success, some standards have already emerged for satellite hardware & software (based on the "Cubesat" formats: 1U/2U/3U...), and numerous small launchers are also emerging at the same time (with lower and lower prices for launch). Then, a generic ground segment (usable by all nanosatellite projects) would really be helpful and would allow reducing again the costs of the access to Space.
	text9: Airbus Defence and Space would be interested to know how the participants of the Challenge could combine existing technologies (COTS) to develop such a generic ground station, at the lowest possible cost. As far as possible, this ground station should be able to control any new nanosatellite placed on LEO (Low Earth Orbit), by sending Telecommands and receiving Telemetry data, and also to get the mission data sent by the satellite.This ground station should also be connectable to a Smartphone, in order for the User to remotely control its own nanosatellite, and to get mission data on a very intuitive (super "user-friendly") application.The participants should build the associated architecture, propose a design for the application, and estimate the global cost of their ground station (infrastucture + application).
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